JOBS ABROAD

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

Largest New directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Tons 50 countries. Given specific addresses and names prospective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay, too. Glossy, full-color, loose-leaf. In addition enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

For Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
DAVIDSON JEWELERS
of Kenmore Square
Guaranteed Repair Service
518 Commonwealth Ave.  CO 7-0017

Mother's Day Cards and Gifts

Mother's Day is next Sunday, May 10. It is easy to remind you that she deserves the best and to tell you that The Coop has an excellent selection of cards from the best makers. To add a little extra to this day of days, you may wish to send a small gift...one that will add measurably to your thoughtfulness, and results in much appreciation.

Kilian speaks out:

New England must increase graduate work in science

Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., Chairman of the MIT Corporation, last Wednesday challenged New England to produce more centers for graduate education in the sciences. In a speech at Boston before the Fourth National Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Space, Dr. Kilian focused his attention directly on the problem: "Of the 40 institutions in the US giving the most doctorates, there are presently only four located in New England."

Dr. Killian went on to state that the total number of doctorates in science, engineering and mathematics granted in this area must be increased. More important, it must be done "by expanded graduate study in institutions other than those which have already expanded their output."

Professor Frank Bonilla directs sociological study in Venezuela

By Harvey Schults

Professor Frank Bonilla is director of a sociological study of a group of men in Venezuela believed to be the 400 most powerful men in the country.

The study, financed by a $100,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, aims to discover what kinds of peaceful social change are possible in a country where violent change is so common.

Last chance for sophs to get rings

Class of 1966 President Hank Perritt announced that the L. G. Balfour Company will have a representative in the lobby of Building 10 today until 3:30 to take orders for class rings. This will be the last chance for sophomores to order their rings.
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The studies are attempts to learn how much social tension and how much acceptance and social cohesion there is in Venezuela society. The studies are attempts to learn how much social tension and how much acceptance and social cohesion there is in Venezuela society.

Questions in the second study ask "What circumstances justify a violent protest against the government?" and "Has your economic situation bettered or worsened in the last few years?" A third question asks: "Have you ever belonged to a group where you felt that the others were real comrades?"